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ON RELATIVE NORMAL COMPLEMENTS IN FINITE GROUPS. II

HENRY S. LEONARD, JR.

Abstract. Given a finite group (7 and subgroups H and H0 with HQ o H, we let tt

denote the set of prime divisors of (H: //0), and we denote this configuration by

(G, H, H0, tr). Pamela Ferguson has shown that if H/H0 is solvable, then under

certain conditions there exists a unique relative normal complement G0 of H over

H0. In this paper we give alternative proofs of her two theorems.

Let G be a finite group and 77 a set of primes. The complementary set of primes

will be denoted by 77'. Let 77(G) denote the set of prime divisors of | G | . We call G a

TT-group if 77(G) Ç 77. An element x of G is a tr-element if (x) is a 77-group. Every

element x of G has a unique decomposition, jc = jc^jc^. = x„.x„, into a 77-element x„

and a 77'-element x„,. Both jcw and xv- are powers of jc. Two elements jc and y belong

to the same ir-section of G if their 77-parts x„ and yv are conjugate in G. If 5 is a

subset of G we let S0'" denote the union of all 77-sections of G that intersect S.

We let (G, H, H0,77) denote the following configuration. Let G be a finite group

with subgroups H and H0 such that H0AH and 77 = 77(/7//70). Given this, and

given a subgroup G0 of G, G0 is called a relative normal complement of H over //0 if

G0 AG, G = G0//, and H0 = G0 n //.

For (G, //, iF0,77) we consider the following conditions:

(A) Any two 77-elements of H — H0 that are G-conjugate are //-conjugate.

(B0) For each 77-element of H — H0 we have Cc(jc) = 07r,(Cc(x))CH(x).

(C)\(H - H0)G'"\= (G: H)\H - H0\ .
Pamela Ferguson has proved the following two theorems [1].

Theorem 1. // (G, H, H0,77) satisfies conditions (B0) and (C) and H/H0 is

solvable, then there exists a unique relative normal complement G0 of H over H0 and

G0=G-(H-H0f".

Theorem 2. // (G, H, H0,tt) satisfies conditions (A) and (B0) and H/H0 is

solvable, then there exists a unique relative normal complement G0 of H over H0 and

G0 = G-(H- H0f-«.

Theorem 2 was proved by Reynolds [3, Theorem 2] in the case that H/H0 is a

/»-group.

It is the purpose of this paper to give alternative proofs of these theorems. First we

prove a lemma to the effect that the two theorems are equivalent.
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Lemma. // (G, H, H0,77) satisfies condition (B0), then condition (A) is satisfied if

and only if condition (C) is satisfied.

Proof. Suppose x G H — H0 and y G H, and suppose x„ and y9 are //-conjugate.

Since H/Hq is a 77-group, jc„. and -y„. G H0 and jc„ G H — H0. Hence, -y„ G H — H0,

so y G H — H0. Thus H — H0 is a union of 77-sections of H.

Condition (A) holds if and only if, for every 77-section S of G, either S H (H —

H0) = 0 or 5 n (// — H0) is a 77-section of //. Hence, [2, Lemma 3.4] states that

condition (A) holds if and only if condition (C) holds (assuming condition (B0)), and

our proof is complete.

Now we prove Theorem 2 (and hence Theorem 1).

Proof of Theorem 2. Let (G, H, H0, tt) he given satisfying the hypotheses of

Theorem 2. We may assume that the theorem holds for groups of order less than

I GI . Since H/H0 is solvable, there is a prime p G tt such that H has a normal

subgroup //, of index p with //, 3 H0.

It is easily verified that // — //, is a union of /»-sections of H. If x and y are

G-conjugate/»-elements of H — //,, then, by hypothesis, they are //-conjugate. Thus

(G, //, //,,{/>}) satisfies condition (A). If jc is a /»-element of H — //,, then, by

hypothesis,

Cc(jc) = OACc(x))CH(x).

But/» G 77, so

Cc(x) = Op,(Cc(x))CH(x).

Thus (G, //,//,, {/»}) satisfies condition (B0). Therefore Reynolds' theorem [3,

Theorem 2] implies that in G there is a normal complement G, of // over //,.

Let 77, = tt(Hx/H0). We now verify that (G,, //,, H0,77,) satisfies the hypotheses

of Theorem 2. Let jc and y he G,-conjugate 77,-elements of //, — H0. By hypothesis

they must be //-conjugate. Hence, there exist g, G G, and h G H such that-y = jcgl

= xh. Hence, gxh'x G Cg(jc), and hypothesis (B0) implies there exist g2 G 0„(CG(x))

and k G CH(x) such that gxh~l = g2k. But 0„,(CG(x)) G Gx since G, is a normal

subgroup of G of index/». Therefore g2xgx = kh G G, n // = //,, so gj'g, = /î, G //,

for some hx. Since g2 G Cc(jc), we have y — xg> = xg2 S] = jcV Thus jc and y are

//,-conjugate, so (G,, //,, //0,77) satisfies condition (A).

Let jc be a 77,-element of Hx — H0. Since 77, G 77 and G, is a normal subgroup of G

of indexp, On,(CG(x)) is a normal 77,'-subgroup of CG (jc). Therefore hypothesis (B0)

implies

CCx(x) = OACc(x))CH(x) n G,

= Cv(Cc(jc))(C„(jc) n G,) = oAcG(x))cHi(x),

so that (G,, //, H0,77,) satisfies condition (B0). Hence, by our induction hypothesis,

there is a relative normal complement G0 in G, of /7, over H0, and G0 = G, —

(//, - H0)G^.
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Since G = G,//, G, AG, and //, — H0 is a normal subset of /Y, it is easily seen

that (//, — //0)Cl,,r| is a normal subset of G and, hence, that G0 AG. We have

G = GXH,   G, n // = //,,   and    G, = G0//,,    G0 n //, = //0.

Therefore

G — G \H — Gq//|// — GqH

and

G0 n // = G0 n G, n // = g0 n //, = //0,

so G0 is a relative normal complement in G of H over //0.

It remains to show that G0 = G — (// — //o)0'"- According to the above lemma,

\(H-H0)C'"\=(G:H)\H-H0\,

so

\G-(B-H*)G-'\=(G.:H)\H0\.

Therefore [2, Proposition 2.2] yields our equation for G0, and the proof of the

theorem is complete.
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